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The grating formation dynamics, SEM images, diffraction efficiency, and electrooptical properties of transmission
grating of holographic polymer dispersed liquid crystals (HPDLCs) have been investigated by incorporating three different
types of monofunctional reactive diluents into the host polymer matrices. A gradual increase of real time diffraction
efficiency, a decrease of LC droplet size, and an increase of diffraction efficiency of the composite film were obtained with
the addition of epoxy acrylate monomers due to the increased viscosity of polymer/LC mixtures leading to decreased
droplet coalescence. In addition, epoxy acrylate monomers induced decreased volume shrinkage according to their ring
structure with bulky group. Driving voltage increased with the addition of epoxy monomers whereas rise time and decay
time decreased as a result of the decreased LC droplet size. At an optimum composition of epoxy monomer, a minimum
switching voltage of 6V¯m¹1 and rise time of 0.15ms and a decay time of 18.05ms were respectively obtained.

As a class of photoelectronic composite materials, HPDLCs
are very powerful technologies for a number of electrooptical
applications such as flat panel displays,1,2 switchable lenses,3,4

spatially patterned devices,5 lasing,6 information storage, and
many others.710

HPDLCs are composite films containing liquid crystal (LC)
and photoreactive monomer which are exposed to a coherent
interference pattern generated by a holographic illumination.11

The periodic light intensity gradient resulting from holographic
exposure induces mass transport of monomer into the regions
of high light intensity and nonreactive LC into the dark regions
by photopolymerization induced concentration gradient and
anisotropic phase separation (PIPS).12 The morphology of
HPDLCs consists of alternating layers of solid polymer and LC
droplet-rich regions.13

The overall performance of HPDLC gratings depends
strongly on the LC droplet size and shape, amount of LC
phase separation, and refractive index mismatch of the polymer
and LC phases.1417 The LC domain size and shape can be
controlled by adjusting the kinetics of polymerization and
phase separation of LC. Many research groups have made
efforts to manipulate and improve HPDLC performance
parameters such as diffraction efficiency, contrast, switching
speed, and voltages. These include photocurable acrylate
systems,25,8,1416,1823 photopolymerizable thiolene based
polymers,1113,24,25 partial matrix fluorination,21,26,27 non-reac-
tive surfactant-like molecules,22,28,29 conductive polymer mole-
cules,10,30 and so on.23,3134 In most visibly recorded HPDLCs
to date, a number of additives are typically required.29

Shrinkage, which mainly consists of changes in intermolec-
ular distances35 during polymerization, is a common and well-
known problem in HPDLC materials. Polymerization shrink-
age depends largely on several factors such as the nature and
functionality of monomers, the structure of forming polymer

chains, and the type of polymerization.36 The shrinkage effect
can significantly change the performance of HPDLCs. In
particular, it is notoriously inhomogeneous, imparting blue
shift, chirp, and nonsymmetric optical behavior to holographic
diffraction gratings.13 There have been numerous approaches
to reduce the volume shrinkage based on thiolene based
polymers, organicinorganic hybrid,37 nitroxide radicals,38 and
siloxane network formation.17

This report investigates the impact of polymerization behav-
ior on LC phase separation, morphology, and electrooptical
performance of HPDLCs made from epoxy acrylate based
polymerizations. Epoxy acrylate presents a number of advan-
tages including lack of inhibition by atmospheric oxygen, post-
polymerization in the dark, high mechanical performance and
good adhesion to various substrates. Moreover, the presence of
epoxide groups in the polymer matrix of the HPDLC gratings
should be more suitable to control the volume shrinkage due to
their ring structure with bulky groups. We measured real time
and saturation diffraction efficiency, scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) images, switching voltage, and response time
of the HPDLC films.

Experimental

Materials. To synthesize the poly(urethane acrylate) (PUA)
oligomers, molar excess of hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI)
was reacted with bifunctional poly(propylene glycol) (PPG)
(Mn = 400 gmol¹1) to form isocyanate (NCO) terminated
polyurethane prepolymer, followed by capping with hydroxy-
ethyl acrylate (HEA). Detailed synthetic procedures are
described in our early paper.22,23 2-ethylhexyl acrylate (EHA)
was used as monofunctional reactive diluent. This helps to
dissolve different compounds in the mixture and reduce the
viscosity. Two types of epoxy acrylate viz. glycidyl methacry-
late (GM), soybean oil (epoxidized acrylate (SO)) were also
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used as monofunctional reactive diluents. Multifunctional
monomer viz dipentaerythritol penta-/hexa-acrylate (DPHPA)
provides the mixture with high reactivity and polymer with
highly networked structure. The composition of oligomer/
monofunctional/multifunctional diluents was varied 4/2/4,
4/3/3, and 4/2/4 by weight, respectively (for example, GM4/
3/3 means PUA/GM/DPHPA = 4/3/3).

0.3wt% of Rose Bengal (RB) was used as photoinitiator for
holographic recording with an argon ion laser because it
displays a broad absorption in the region of 450 to 560 nm and
has a high triplet quantum yield.39 To this, 1.8wt% of N-
phenylglycine (NPG) was added as coinitiator. The excited RB
undergoes an electron-transfer reaction in which NPG functions
as an electron donor, producing an NPG radical. Free radical
polymerization is then initiated by the NPG radical.7

In addition, 6wt% of surfactant (octanoic acid) was added to
the mixture to lower the switching field. E7 (BL001, Merck), a
eutectic mixture of three cyanobiphenyl and one cyanoter-
phenyl with high birefringence (no = 1.5216, ne = 1.7462),
adequate TNI (61 °C) and positive dielectric anisotropy (¦¾ =
13.8) has been used as the LC at 35wt%.

Grating Fabrication and Measurements. To fabricate
holographic grating, prepolymer/LC mixture was sandwiched
between two indiumtinoxide (ITO) coated glass plates, with
a gap of 10¯m which was adjusted by a bead spacer. The
writing geometry is accomplished by interference of two
coherent laser beams (Ar-ion laser) from a 514 nm of equal
intensity with a total power of 100mWcm¹2 for 600 s. In
this study, the external incident beam angle was fixed at 26°
against the line perpendicular to the plane of the recording
cell. The interference of the two beams established the periodic
interference pattern and the periodicity of the polymeric
structure was expressed by Bragg’s law (� ¼ =2 sinðª

2
Þ,

� = grating spacing,  = wavelength of the writing beam).
The diffraction efficiencies of the holographic gratings were

measured with a photodiode using an Ar-ion laser. Diffraction
efficiency is defined as the ratio of diffraction intensity after
recording to transmitted beam intensity before recording. Real
time grating formation was monitored using a He-Ne laser
probe (633 nm) with incident angle set at the appropriate Bragg
angle, since the material is not sensitive to red light. For
electrooptic measurements, a square wave voltage (50Hz sine
wave pulse of 50ms) operating from 0 to 80V was applied
across the HPDLC cell. The drive signal and the response of
the photodiode were monitored with a digital storage oscillo-
scope (Hitachi VC-6023). The response time is defined as the
time taken to relax from 90 to 10% of the maximum switching
difference under an electric field. The grating morphology was
visualized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi
S430). For this, samples were prepared by freezing and
fracturing the HPDLC cells in liquid nitrogen, and washed with
methanol for 24 h to extract the LC. Exposed surface of the
samples for SEM was coated with a thin layer of PtPd to
minimize artifacts associated with sample charging.

Results and Discussion

Grating Formation Dynamics. Figure 1a shows the real
time diffraction efficiency as a function of irradiation time for
various types of monofunctional reactive diluents. Regardless

of the type of monofunctional reactive diluents, the process of
grating formation shows three regions,33 i.e., a short induction
period, a period of rapid polymerization, and a plateau region.
EHA shows early diffraction efficiency maximum, followed
by an asymptotic decrease to a stable value. Such an early
overshoot is indicative of the fast grating formation caused by
the easy diffusion and the distinct phase separation due to the
relatively low viscosity compared with epoxy acrylate mono-
mer, which subsequently causes droplets to coalescence to sizes
larger than the critical size of scatterings, giving rise to a
decrease in diffraction efficiency. On the other hand, GM and
SO do not show early overshoot and increases gradually to a
saturation value. This is attributed to the slow polymerization
and phase separation, which is driven by the high viscosity
causing slow diffusion of LC and monomer. The slow phase
separation gives difficulty in droplet coalescence, which gives
little random scattering and hence high saturation efficiency.
However, when the viscosity of prepolymer mixture is too high
(in case of SO), diffusion becomes slower and more LC is
entrapped in the polymer region leading to low diffraction
efficiency.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Real time diffraction efficiency as a function of
irradiation time for various types of monofunctional
reactive diluents (a) and at various compositions of GM
(b) in a developing HPDLC grating (irradiated at 633 nm).
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Figure 1b shows the real time diffraction efficiency as a
function of irradiation time at various compositions of GM.
The increase of GM eventually decreases the average function-
ality of the system.27 A fast polymerization rate following the
high average functionality (GM4/2/4) leads to early overshoot
and an extensive droplet coalescence, giving rise to a decrease
in diffraction efficiency. On the other hand, the slow polymer-
ization rate with low reactivity (GM4/4/2) insufficiently
squeezes the LC molecules out of the polymer-rich domains,
resulting in relatively low diffraction efficiency. It is seen that
GM4/3/3 gives the highest real time diffraction efficiency due
to the proper balance of the polymerization rate and the rate of
diffusion.

SEM Images. The performance of holographic gratings in
terms of diffraction efficiency, switching voltage, speeds, and
background scatter are inherently related to the solid-state
morphology of the grating structures.8,40 Figure 2 shows a
SEM image of the HPDLC grating as a function of the type of
monofunctional reactive diluents. Grating period calculated
according to Bragg’s law was 1142 nm in our work. However,
due to the shrinkage upon polymerization, the fabricated
grating spacing is reduced. As shown in Table 1, the degree of
volume shrinkage with epoxy monomers (GM and SO) is much
smaller than that of EHA having no epoxy monomer. The SO4/
3/3 containing the highest content of epoxide group shows the
lowest volume shrinkage due to their ring structure with bulky
groups. Also, droplet size increases in the order of SO < GM <
EHA, which is consistent with the real time diffraction
efficiency. The micrographs (Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c) clearly
show that the epoxy monomers can impart significant changes
in grating morphology and LC droplet size.

Figure 3 shows a SEM image of the HPDLC grating as a
function of GM composition. The width of the LC-rich regions

is approximately 400 nm separated by dense polymer-rich
lamellas of 500650mm width. As monofunctional reactive
diluent functionality is decreased, the width of the polymer
lamellae increases. With increasing concentration of GM, the
degree of volume shrinkage is reduced from 9.6 to 7.7%. This
is due to the increased epoxide groups with ring structure and
bulky groups. Also, it is apparent from the SEM micrographs
that as the content of epoxy monomer increases, size and
distribution of the nematic domains, and the LC volume
fraction decrease in the transmission grating due to the low
reactivity leading to the slow polymerization and phase
separation.

Diffraction Efficiency. Figure 4 shows the diffraction
efficiency as a function of composition of oligomer/monofunc-
tional/multifunctional diluents for various types of monofunc-
tional reactive diluent. As expected from the real time
measurements and SEM morphology, higher diffraction effi-
ciency is obtained with GM4/3/3. This seems reasonable since
with high average monomer functionalities (GM4/2/4) highly
networked acrylate domains having extremely high viscosity
are quickly formed, which disturbs migration of LC and grating

(c)

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
the transmission gratings prepared with EHA4/3/3 (a),
GM4/3/3 (b), and SO4/3/3 (c).

Table 1. The Degree of Volume Shrinkage according to the
Types of Monofunctional Reactive Diluents and the
Composition of GM

Average grating
spacing/nm

Degree of volume
shrinkage/%

EHA4/3/3 985 « 70 13.6
GM4/3/3 1045 « 45 8.4
SO4/3/3 1075 « 65 5.7
GM4/2/4 1030 « 45 9.6
GM4/4/2 1055 « 60 7.7

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
the transmission gratings prepared with GM4/2/4 (a),
GM4/3/3 (b), and GM4/4/2 (c).
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formation leading to lower diffraction efficiency. On the other
hands, low average monomer functionalities (GM4/4/2) give
narrow and poor polymerLC phase separation leading to
lower diffraction efficiency due presumably to the insufficient
migration of LC molecules out of the polymer-rich regions.

With regard to the effect of types of monofunctional reactive
diluents, the EHA4/3/3 shows the lowest diffraction efficien-
cy. This implies that the rapid migration of LC molecules into
the LC-rich region leads to extensive droplet coalescence to
form large LC droplets due to the relatively small viscosity.
This lowers droplet density and enlarges domain size leading to
high scattering loss. In case of SO4/3/3, diffraction efficiency
is slightly lower than that of GM4/3/3 due to the high
viscosity as mentioned in real time diffraction efficiency.

Electrooptical Properties. Figure 5a shows the diffraction
efficiency of the film as a function of applied voltage for
various types of monofunctional reactive diluents. Switching
voltage is defined as the voltage of 90% drop in diffraction
efficiency. When the power is off, GM4/3/3 gives the highest
diffraction efficiency of about 90%. Upon applying the voltage,
diffraction efficiency decreases to a constant value of about
10% implying that LC molecules are oriented along the electric
field direction and lights are transmitted. As the epoxide group
increases, the switching voltage slightly increases from 5
to 6V¯m¹1 along the order of EHA < GM < SO. This is
due to the decrease in the droplet size and distribution of
nematic domains caused by increased viscosity, as seen in
the morphology of Figure 2. Figure 5b shows the diffraction
efficiency of the film as a function of applied voltage at
various compositions of GM. Regardless of the compositions
of GM, the switching voltage is approximately constant having
a stable value of 6V¯m¹1.

Figure 6 shows rise time and decay time of HPDLC film for
various applied voltage for GM4/3/3, and the response times
with saturation voltage for various types of monofunctional
reactive diluents are given in Table 2. The hologram is initially
diffracted until the applied field realigns the liquid crystal in the
droplet, thus changing the index modulation of the periodic
phase grating and clearing film. Upon removal of the voltages,

due to the inherent properties of LC (droplet size, viscosity,
elastic force) and film geometry, LC molecules relax to their
initial equilibrium distribution.8 Rise time, defined as the time

Figure 4. Diffraction efficiency as a function of composi-
tion of oligomer/monofunctional/multifunctional diluents
for various types of monofunctional reactive diluents.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Diffraction efficiency as a function of applied
voltage for various types of monofunctional reactive
diluents (a) and at various compositions of GM (b).

Figure 6. Rise time and decay time of HPDLC films as a
function of applied voltage (GM4/3/3).
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required for the transmittance to rise from 10 to 90% in the
wave form. Rise time is expected to be field dependent and
rapidly decreases with increasing voltages and is less than 1ms
at saturation voltage. On the other hand, decay time shows the
opposite tendency to the rise time, that is decay time increases
with increasing voltages and is approximately 18ms. This is
due to the higher order of alignment of the LC molecules and
the bipolar axis along the applied electric field direction. This
requires much greater distortion of the director upon field
removal and in turn a greater restoration energy, resulting in an
overall slow relaxation process at higher voltages.41 As the
epoxide group increases, the response time decreases due to the
decreased LC droplet size. For GM4/3/3, rise time of 0.15ms
and decay time 18.05ms are obtained under the applied voltage
of 6V¯m¹1.

Conclusion

Epoxy acrylate monomers have been introduced into the
conventional formulation of holographic polymer dispersed
liquid crystal, and the effects have been studied in terms of
grating formation dynamics, morphology, volume shrinkage,
diffraction efficiency, and electrooptical properties of the
HPDLC films.

The addition of epoxy monomers to polymer matrices led to
slow polymerization and phase separation due to the increased
viscosity, This gave difficulty in droplet coalescence leading
eventually to a high diffraction efficiency of the composite
film, especially at a particular composition of GM4/3/3.

Also, the degree of volume shrinkage with epoxy monomers
was significantly reduced due to the increased epoxide group
having ring structure with a bulky group, while the droplet size
increases in the order of SO < GM < EHA caused by increas-
ed viscosity.

Driving voltage increased with the addition of epoxy
monomers while the rise time and decay time decreased due
to the decreased LC droplet size. At an optimum composition
of epoxy monomer (GM4/3/3), the degree of volume shrink-
age of 8.4%, a minimum switching voltage of 6V¯m¹1 and
rise time of 0.15ms and a decay time of 18.05ms were
respectively obtained.

The research was supported by the NCRC and PNU-IFAM
JRC organized at PNU.
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